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Dear Valued Subscribers,
We have just posted a new update of cataloging records, available for free on the ‘Bloomberg
Law MARC Records’ page at https://marc.bloombergbna.com/. This update contains new
cataloging records for the following content sets:
•
•
•

American Bar Association (ABA) Books & Treatises
James Publishing
Nolo

Bundled record files are available at the top of the MARC record webpage.
In addition, there are superseded/discontinued titles (for the American Bar Association, James
Publishing and Wiley Press content sets) listed at the end of this memo. Please delete these titles
to bring your Bloomberg Law records up to date.
Please note: if you don’t see the current record files at the top of the ‘Bloomberg Law MARC
Records’ page, please try refreshing the webpage and/or clearing your cache/browser history.

NEW MARC RECORDS:
American Bar Association Books & Treatises
-Attorney-client privilege and the work-product doctrine (6th Edition), OCLC *1002125722
-Avoiding bad depositions: a simple guide to complex issues, OCLC *940954225
-Best practices in the acquisition of a government contractor (2nd Edition), OCLC *1256593871
-Bid protests: a guide to challenging federal procurements, OCLC *1248602291
-Brief guide to brief writing: demystifying the memorandum of law, OCLC *949749448
-Business torts: a practical guide to litigation, OCLC *1291214648
-Civil rights litigation: representing plaintiffs today, OCLC *884576056
-Construction litigation (Model jury instructions) (2nd Edition), OCLC *940942805
-Daubert v. Frye: admissibility of expert testimony: fifty-state survey, OCLC *960438629
-Developments in administrative law and regulatory practice (2019), OCLC *741993377
-Discovery across the globe: obtaining evidence to support U.S. proceedings, OCLC
*1128062755
-E-Discovery: twenty questions and answers, OCLC *1334062580
-Estate and trust planning, OCLC *760118764
-Examining witnesses (2nd Edition), OCLC *1334109027
-Law of indemnification and its interplay with liability insurance: fifty-state survey, OCLC
*1099541071
-Litigating small business size appeals and protests, OCLC *1236898122

-Managing e-discovery and ESI: from pre-litigation through trial, OCLC *880574095
-Opposing the adverse expert: a comprehensive guide for every stage of litigation (2nd Edition),
OCLC *1005826794
-Practice points for trial lawyers: a view from both sides of the bench, OCLC *940941931
-Preparing for trial: 60 days and counting, OCLC *922933889
-Product liability (Model jury instructions), OCLC *983786540
-Reinventing witness preparation: unlocking the secrets to testimonial success, OCLC
*1055554414
-Streetwise guide to litigation, OCLC *908099568
-Transforming the global supply chain: cyber warfare, technology, and politics, OCLC
*1250433484

James Publishing
-Asset protection strategies & forms, OCLC *1334120812
-Effective voir dire (1st Edition), OCLC *1121263326
-ERISA disability: claims and litigation, OCLC *1334477803
-Legal secretary Federal litigation, OCLC *1334480066
-Negotiating with insurance companies, OCLC *1334480084
-Pattern cross-examinations (1st Edition), OCLC *1334480424
-Proven jury arguments & evidence, OCLC *1334480359
Nolo
-Contracts: the essential business desk reference (3rd Edition), OCLC *1266896684
-Nolo's encyclopedia of everyday law (11th Edition), OCLC *1145408158
-Patent, copyright & trademark: an intellectual property desk reference (15th Edition), OCLC
*864301604
-The new bankruptcy (9th Edition), OCLC *827338926

RECORDS TO DELETE:
The following titles have ceased and are no longer available. You may wish to remove the
following records from your catalog:
American Bar Association
-ABA consumer guide to obtaining a patent: a practical resource for helping entrepreneurs &
innovators protect their ideas, OCLC *959875461
-Anatomy of a mortgage: understanding and negotiating commercial real estate loans (2nd
Edition), OCLC *964661359
-Business bankruptcy essentials, OCLC *707069143
-Business torts litigation (2nd Edition), OCLC *815767502
-Commercial lease formbook: expert tools for drafting and negotiation (2nd Edition), OCLC *
1078408658

-Crash course on U.S. patent law, OCLC *1078409076
-EU business law, OCLC *940941745
-Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and the new international norms (2nd Edition), OCLC
*1078650613
-Frequently used terms in automobile finance transactions: the jargon, lingo, and lore, OCLC *
1078404934
-Frequently used terms in securitization and structured finance transactions: the jargon, lingo,
and lore, OCLC *1078637485
-Guide to cybersecurity due diligence in M&A transactions, OCLC *1078637694
-Handbook for indenture and Trust Indenture Act interpretation, OCLC *967456777
-International mergers & acquisitions due diligence (1st Edition), OCLC *815638509
-International labor and employment law (2nd Edition), OCLC *1078649951
-M&A process: a practical guide for the business lawyer, OCLC *815980650
-MacCarthy on impeachment: how to find and use these weapons of mass destruction, OCLC
*1043603576
-Patent trial advocacy casebook (3rd Edition), OCLC *1078701012
-Patently persuasive: strategies for influencing judge and jury, OCLC *1078701090
-Patents demystified: an insider's guide to protecting ideas and inventions, OCLC *948753138
-Primer on the law of mergers and acquisitions: a general review of the antitrust principles
governing mergers and acquisitions for business managers, OCLC *815660320
-Settlement of patent litigation and disputes: improving decisions and agreements to settle and
license, OCLC *885339718
-Understanding Asia: winning strategies for business success, OCLC *815970394
James Publishing
-California drunk driving law, OCLC *919977089
-California lien claims in workers' compensation cases, OCLC *954622443
-Federal trial objections, OCLC *896950684
-Frumkes and Vertz on divorce taxation, OCLC *955349456
-Florida estate planning, OCLC *956320565
-Florida family law & practice, OCLC *956321021
-Relentless criminal cross-examination, OCLC *956997085
-Texas estate planning, OCLC *957131068
-Texas objections, OCLC *957131717
-Texas small-firm practice tools, OCLC *957155537
Wiley Press
-Actionable intelligence: a guide to delivering business results with big data fast!, OCLC
*883391878
-AICPA audit committee toolkit: Public companies (3rd Edition), OCLC *1028555420
-Analytics revolution: how to improve your business by making analytics operational in the big
data era, OCLC *886673199
-Art of RF (Riba-Free) Islamic banking and finance + website: tools and techniques for
community-based banking (2nd Edition), OCLC *880929624

-Bank fraud: using technology to combat losses, OCLC *865544039
-Better banking: understanding and addressing the failures in risk management, governance and
regulation, OCLC *863100792
-Beyond cybersecurity: protecting your digital business, OCLC *907675774
-Big data, data mining and machine learning: value creation for business leaders and
practitioners, OCLC *871689683
-Complete software project manager: mastering technology from planning to launch and
beyond, OCLC *925426730
-Corporate fraud handbook: prevention and detection (5th Edition), OCLC *981765005
-Depository and lending institutions: banks and savings institutions, credit unions, finance
companies and mortgage companies, OCLC *752874429
-Digital disciplines: attaining market leadership via the cloud, big data, social, mobile, and the
internet of things, OCLC *911921005
-Fraud analytics using descriptive, predictive, and social network techniques: a guide to data
science for fraud detection, OCLC *908935560
-Fraud and fraud detection: a data analytics approach, OCLC *881387996
-Islamic finance and economic development: risk, regulation, and corporate governance, OCLC
*880451432
-Liquidity risk management: a practitioner's perspective, OCLC *937999474
-Measuring and managing liquidity risk, OCLC *853363001
-Private banking: building a culture of excellence, OCLC * 811405064
-Technical interview guide to investment banking, OCLC *971355575
-Valuation of privately-held-company equity securities issued as compensation, OCLC
*1011684296

*************************
If you have any questions, please email me at mnewton@bloombergindustry.com.
Thank you,
Matthew
Matthew Newton
Cataloger, Library Relations
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